We give a new proof to V. B. Mehta and A. Ramanthan's theorem that the Schubert subschemes in a flag scheme are all simultaneously compatibly split, using the representation theory of infinitesimal algebraic groups. In particular, the present proof dispenses with the Bott-Samelson schemes.
Let K be a perfect field of positive characteristic p. If A is a ΛΓ-algebra and r e Z, one defines a new ^-algebra A^ by the ring homomorphism K -+ A such that ξ •-• ξ p '. Given a ΛΓ-scheme X we will denote by X^ the ΛΓ-scheme having the same underlying topological space as that of X but with the structure sheaf &χ ®κ K^~r^, which we regard as a sheaf of AΓ-algebras by the usual multiplication of K on K(~r > > from the right. If & is an ^e-module, we set j^W = &* ® κ J£(-Γ ) it comes equipped with the structure of an 0^-module. If r > 0, the morphism F£: X -> X^ that is the identity on the underlying topological spaces and such that a ® ξ κ-> aP'ζ for each α G Γ(2J, ^e) and <^ e K^- r^ with 9J open in X is called the rth Frobenius morphism of X.
If K is algebraically closed, Hartshorne [HASV] , (IΠ.6.4) showed that on the projective spaces over K, the direct image of any invertible sheaf under the Frobenius morphism splits into a direct sum of invertible sheaves; this was crucial for B. Haastert [Haas] to prove the .^-affinity of the projective spaces. We will compute in §1 which invertible sheaf enters as a direct summand.
More generally, we say after V. B. Mehta and A. Ramanathan [MR] that X is Frobenius split iff the structural morphism F^: (9^ -• Fχ*^x admits a left inverse, called a Frobenius splitting, so that ffjî s a direct summand of Fχ*#χ. If σ is a Frobenius splitting of X and if 2) is a closed subscheme of X defined by an ideal sheaf JF, we say a splits 2) iff σ{Fχ^J r ) C J^1), in which case 2) will also be Frobenius split, said to be compatibly split in X.
Mehta and Ramanathan showed that the flag schemes are Frobenius split with all the Schubert subschemes compatibly split. Their result has various applications, e.g., to their simple proof of Kempf s (resp. Demazure's) vanishing theorem of the higher cohomology of dominant (resp. ample) invertible sheaves on the flag schemes (resp. the Schubert schemes).
In §3 we will rederive a part of their theorem that the flag schemes are Frobenius split, using the representation theory of infinitesimal algebraic groups. Along the same line one can find a particularly nice splitting of each flag scheme that splits all its Schubert subschemes; that we will do in §4.
We will let KAlg (resp. Mod*) denote the category of AΓ-algebras (resp. ^-modules). Also Sch^ (resp. Grp^) is the category of Kschemes (resp. ΛT-group schemes). If 0 is a ΛΓ-group, (9 Mod will denote the category of ©-modules.
The §4 is largely due to the referee, who kindly communicated a sketch of the arguments. We have also revised the proof in (3.2) of the surjectivity of a nonzero G>2?-homomorphism from St r ®κSt r into Z r {2(p r -\)ρ). Formerly the argument was borrowed from Jantzen's book [J] , (II. 11.13).
The author is grateful to the referee for generously sharing his/her ideas with him. Thanks are also due to Akiyama S. for a helpful suggestion to (1.3).
Projective spaces.
In this section we assume K is algebraically closed and consider the case X = P N the projective N-space over K. (1.1) As P^ is defined over F^, (P N )W ~ P^. We will denote by F the composite of F F N with the isomorphism.
The invertible ^-modules are parametrized by Z: if ^f(l) is Serre's twisting sheaf, we let (?(n) = @{X)®n (resp. ^(-n)" 1 ) if n > 0 (resp. n < 0).
By [HASV] , (III.6.4) for any neZ there are n, e Z such that
We will compute the n z in this section.
(1.2) If n = n! +pn" with ri e [0, p -1] and n" e Z, then
by the projection formula; hence we have only to compute n e [0, p -1]. Fix such n. Then (cf. [Haas] , p. 400) In order to compute the θj, we will agree that for each t e Z and meN
( (2) is (6) while the right-hand side of (2) 
and [MR], Lemma 1). Let X be a K-scheme Frobenius split by σ € M.oά χ {\)(Fχ*@χ, (9^).
(i) If X\ and Xi are closed subschemes of X both split by σ, then so is Xι Π X 2 .
(ii) Let 2) be a closed subscheme of X split by σ. If the underlying space 12) I of 2) is Noetherian, then each irreducible component of 2) given the reduced closed structure is also split by σ.
Proof, (i) If <Ji is the ideal sheaf of X t , the ideal sheaf of X { Π X 2 is J^+J^. Then
and hence X\ n X 2 is split by σ.
(ii) If|2)| = |2)i|U U|2) r | is a decomposition into the irreducible components of 2), each of which is given the reduced closed structure, put 93 = |£|\(|2) 2 | U U |2) r |). Then |2)i n 9J| = |2) n 9J|. As both 2)i Π 2T and 2) Π 9J are reduced, 2)i Π 9J = 2) Π 9J hence (2) 2)! Π 93 is split by <τ|^u in 93.
Let ^ be the ideal sheaf of 2)i in 3t. To see that σ(F x^) c ^ί 1 ), the problem being local we may assume X = &pκA for some Kalgebra A. Then & = p and σ(Fχ^) = J for some ideals p and 3 of A with p e l As 2)i is reduced and irreducible, p is prime. By (2) there is / £ A\p such that py = 3f in Af hence 3 = p, as desired. (2.3) Let 0 be an affine algebraic K-group scheme, ft a subgroup scheme of 0, and π: 0 -> 0/# the quotient morphism. 0/# is a ϋΓ-scheme (cf. [J] , (I.5.6)(8)), and π is open and affine (cf. [J] , (I.5.7)(3), (1)).
If M is an ^-module and if 9J is open in 0/5}, we set
One defines an ^5/3-module «5^^(M) by
The correspondence (5) is called a Frobenius reciprocity. One has also the tensor identity (cf. [J], (1.3.6)) in 0 Mod: 
is given by a® f \-+ a® βM(f)
Taking the global sections of (1) yields the transitivity of inductions:
If L G Λ Mod, the transitivity of inductions makes the following diagram commute:
(2.5) We now fix the notations to be used throughout the rest of the paper. G will denote a semisimple simply connected j&Γ-group with a maximal torus T, both split over Z, and R the root system of G relative to T with a positive system i?
+ . We choose a Borel subgroup B of G containing T such that the roots of the unipotent radical U of B are -i? + , and set X = G/B. Grp κ (B, GL γ ) ~ Grp κ (T, GL X ) , which we will denote by X. X has the structure of an abelian group, called the weight lattice, such that (A + μ){t) = λ(t)μ(t), t e T, λ, μ e X. Define a partial order on X such that λ < μ iff μ -λ e Σ α € . 
As B = T K U,
We say λ is a weight of ¥ iff M A ψ 0.
By abuse of notation we let λ € X also denote the 1-dimensional -module defined by λ. One has (cf. [J] , (II.2.6)) (1) indg ( 
induces an isomorphism upon restriction to
We will argue by induction on dim V. Note that (4) V u r φQ iϊVφQ
and the assertion follows. Let (0,3) = (G, B) or (G, G r B) . Let M, M' e 
Proof. Let ψ x e indJ(L* ® κ M), ψ 2 e indj (M* ® κ N), ψ 3 = Mψi ®K ΨI) , and ψ\ e M\, ψ 2 e M 2 , ^G M 3 corresponding to ί^i ? ^2 9 Ψ3> respectively. We must show
One has
If 93 is an affine open of X, one can write
while (5) hence ψioψι = ψτ, in 9J, as desired.
(2.9) Let MGB Mod, and denote the isomorphism -q^? G , B (M) (resp. ^^^^(Z^M)) -, ^/ Λ (Z Γ (M))) of (2.4) (resp. (2.6)) by θ\ (resp. Θ 2 ) One readily verifies is the adjunction, then aoq*θχ = (2.10) Let M' be another 5-module. If dimM < oo, one gets from (2.9) a commutative diagram of Λ"-linear spaces (1)^k
where the top (resp. middle) horizontal map is Modχ(q*θ\, (resp. Maάχ (& x 
(e M )y-2χ(M'))) and e^ e B Mod(M*, Z r (M)*) is the dual of βM -
On the other hand, let L e G r B Mod with dimL < oo, τi e G r B Mod(L* ® κ Z r {M ι ), Z r (L* ® κ M')) the tensor identity (2.3)(7), and τ 2 e G Mod(ind| 5 (Z r (L* Θ* Z r (M ; ))), indg(L* ®^ AT')) the transitivity of inductions (2.4)(3). If 0J (resp. 0f) is θ x (resp. 0 2 ) with M (resp. Z r {M)) replaced by M' (resp. L), one has a commutative diagram of ^-linear spaces
where the top (resp. bottom) isomorphism is an adjunction (resp. indg^ίτO).
Then putting together (1) and (2) Hence we may assume 
where the middle horizontal map is ind^5(/*).
As eg is invertible and as /* is surjective, one has only to show Hence in order to get (4.2), it will suffice by (2.2) to show that (3) F*σ splits 2). 
If 7*1^^+ = 0, then j would vanish in wU+B that is open in G, hence in the whole of G, contradicting the choice of j. It follows that (2) j is monic. 
